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President’s Message
It seems like an age since our last newsletter in April when we were
just getting to grips with dealing with the Corona virus. I am pleased to
say that thanks to the help of committee members we were able to put
into action changes to allow us to finish the winter programme and
deliver a summer programme using Zoom. Whilst other clubs reduced
or cancelled their activities, we actually hosted more sessions than
normal.

The Summer programme was put together at short notice by Monty with
several members contributing, so thanks to all involved for keeping the
Society going. Considering most members had not used Zoom before, it

was quite surprising how
quickly members
adapted to using the
technology, so we were
able to continue to
deliver our meetings
including judging and
member sessions.

We also had to put
together the Winter
programme which has
just started and I am
pleased to say that I was
able to book a variety of

speakers covering a range of photographic areas which I hope
members will find interesting. Alan has also lined up judges for all our
competitions and Monty has put together a plan for the members’
evenings. Fortunately, all the judges and speakers we approached were
happy to use Zoom if required.

This year our high-profile speaker will be Joe Cornish, so do not forget
to reserve your Zoom place with Paul as demand is expected to be high
and numbers will be limited so we need to know how many members
will attend.
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Due to the Covid situation our attention was also focused on how we
could allow members to renew their membership safely and I am
pleased to say that thanks to Mark, Paul and Geoff we have been able to
implement a simple web based system (membermojo) that will make it
much easier for new members to join and for existing members to
renew. Hopefully you will all have used the system already but if you
haven’t renewed your membership yet please do so as soon as you can.

Although I had hoped we would be able to return to meetings in St
Edmunds hall this September the ongoing uncertainties and restrictions
mean that it would be impractical to do so. The committee will be
monitoring the situation and we will return to normal meetings when it
is safe to do so.

We can’t welcome new members in the usual way at the moment but I
would like to give a non-traditional welcome to three new members
who have joined in September and hope that you all enjoy your time with
the Society.

As we continue to deal with the uncertainties that the Covid pandemic
has created I hope that members will take some comfort from being
able to continue to engage with the Society’s activities.

I look forward to seeing you at the weekly meetings.

Howard Gould, LPS President
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2020 / 21 Winter Programme
The new Winter programme has started this week and in addition to the
usual competitions and members’ evenings (adapted as best we can to
fit in with Covid restrictions) we have a great set of speakers lined up to
talk about their photography. These cover a wide variety of
photographic genres so there should be something for everyone.

Guest Speakers

If you haven’t already seen it, do look at the video Ian Wray put together
to advertise the speakers we have coming this winter. It’s currently on
the home page of the Society’s website and is well worth watching.

In the list below, click on the speaker’s name to link through to their
website for more information about them.

Our keynote speaker this year (on 15 December)
will be Joe Cornish, a photographer who hopefully
needs no introduction. Joe’s talk is titled
‘Evolution and Revolution; a life in Landscape
Photography’ and is essentially autobiographical,
reflecting on his first experiences of photography
as a fine art student, experiences as an assistant,
working as a travel and landscape photographer,
workshop leader, writer and gallery owner. The
Revolution refers to the coming of digital
technology, which has been both traumatic yet
also liberating for his career and personal
practice. Note that members (as well as visitors)
need to book a place for this talk by email to treasurer@lps1852.org.

The programme kicked off on Tuesday 1
September with a talk by landscape and
travel photographer Chris Upton titled
‘Finding the Beauty in Nature’. The talk
focused on his landscape photography,
particularly in the Lake District and Peak

http://www.joecornishphotographer.com/
mailto:treasurer@lps1852.org
https://www.chrisuptonphotography.com/
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District National Parks (no exotic travel required if you want to follow in
Chris’ footprints) and covered the importance of light (and being lucky
as we have no control over that) and finding the right point of view.
About 40 members and guests joined the meeting and it was a great
start to the Winter programme.

On 22 September Peter Milsom will
give his talk ‘The power of sport’.
Peter took up photography seriously
in 2006 following 18 years of
competitive athletics and coaching.
His first efforts were directed at the
sports events he was familiar with,
and he gradually extended these to
other sports. His aim is to capture
those special moments during the
highs and lows of sport and the

efforts and emotions shown in achieving a world class performance.

The next speaker will be Tesni Ward
speaking on 6 October about ‘Working
with Wildlife’. Challenging yet rewarding,
Wildlife photography will push you to your
limits and test even the most determined
of individuals. This talk goes through
some of Tesni’s experiences, both good
and bad, and how she works to develop
an extensive and varied portfolio in
challenging situations.

After that Nick Walton will give a presentation on 27 October titled ‘All
the world’s a stage’ which documents his love of photography and how
he has progressed over the years, from landscape photography to
creating images which show emotion together with a story. On several
of the images he will explain his thought process and how he goes
about creating them.

As we move into 2021 Jane
Lazenby will talk about working
with textures. Jane has a fine
arts degree and uses that
knowledge in her photography,
creating more artistic images.

http://www.petermilsomphotography.co.uk/
http://www.tesniward.co.uk/
http://nickwaltonphotography.blogspot.com/
https://www.ejlazenbyphotography.co.uk/
https://www.ejlazenbyphotography.co.uk/
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Her presentation will answer all the what and how questions regarding
sourcing and creating textures, how to use blend modes and explaining
different methods of applying textures to an image using Photoshop.

Our speaker on 2 February is Alison
Taylor whose talk is called ‘The
Coast’. The first part will be a
presentation on the different facets
of the coast that photographers can
investigate and the second half will
be a showcase of her coastal and
shoreline photography, mostly on the
northeast coast, and using a
variety of techniques to capture the

emotion of the scene in front of her.

Finally, on 2 March we have Laura Page with
an unusual sounding presentation called
‘From Philosophy to Photography:
Photographing People’. In it Laura will talk
about how she came from studying
philosophy to working as a photographer
and how that influences her work in
photographing people. Her work is a
mixture of photography, film, sound and
mixed media and she often collaborates
with others exploring people, society, politics, culture and philosophy.

Competitions and Members’ Evenings

We also have the usual set of evenings of competition judging and a
series of members’ evenings where you’ll have a chance to show some
of your own images or see and hear what other members are up to.

Details of what’s currently planned for our members’ evenings can be
found here on the LPS website but this is flexible and may change. If
you have something you can offer or want to do (such as showing some
images or giving a short talk about some aspect of photography) then
please let Monty know vp@lps1852.org.

We encourage everyone to participate in the competitions and members’
evenings as it is a great way to focus on your photography and get
feedback to help you learn - so do join in.

https://www.alisontaylorphotography.org/
https://www.alisontaylorphotography.org/
https://laurapage.co.uk/
https://lps1852.org/programme-of-events/
mailto:vp@lps1852.org
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Covid-19 Update
St Edmunds

Currently the hall at St Edmunds remains closed and while they are
looking to re-start activities in the autumn the Committee has decided
that at this stage we cannot see how we can safely run meetings there
(given distancing requirements and sanitising concerns), particularly if
the infection rate rises as winter approaches. We know that this isn’t
ideal and will keep the situation under review in case of a significant
change in circumstances as we would all like to be able to meet again in
person as soon as possible.

Annual Dinner

In a similar vein we have had to take the decision that we will not be
able to hold the Annual Dinner this year. The annual Robinson and
Parkinson-Awmack competitions will be held as usual but via Zoom
rather than at the dinner venue.

Interclub

As most of you will know, we participate in an annual competition over
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four rounds with other societies in the West
Yorkshire area. Members submit images
for selection to be the Society’s entry for
these competitions and our entries are
chosen by voting on the selection nights.
We are still intending to run these selection
evenings by Zoom and are looking at
possible ways members on the Zoom call
can vote for their favourites as the
traditional show of hands does not appear
to be practical. It may be necessary to
modify our selection process while we are
meeting remotely but our aim is still to
maximise member input for our selections.

The actual Interclub judging nights are
generally held on a Saturday evening and

while all members are welcome to attend very few do. This year all
judging will take place using Zoom (as for LPS competitions) and, as an
experiment, one will be on a Wednesday evening instead. The dates for
the judging evenings are shown in the
Winter programme and we hope that
more LPS members will decide to
attend as it’s easier. More details will
be sent nearer the time but it is a good
way to see what other societies are
doing.

Members evenings

We are very keen to have more
members participating in Society
activities and one great way to get
involved is to take part in one of our
members’ evenings. There will be
opportunities to show some of your images to a friendly audience (and
without being critiqued unless you want that) plus some online
workshops and ‘how to’ talks. If there is anything that you’d like to share
with other members then do let us know, even if it doesn’t fit onto the
published programme - there is flexibility in what we’re planning and
there are likely to be some changes anyway, so we’ll do our best to find
an opportunity for you to join in.
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LPS Outings
We haven’t been able to meet up in person on Tuesday nights for six
months now and while Zoom is great it doesn’t really replace the
benefits we get from face to face contact. Now that there are fewer
restrictions on our movements we want to run some local outings
where everyone can come, take photos and meet up with other
members.

Events will be advertised here on the Forum - you don’t need to be
logged in to see what’s coming up. Alan Parsons has also set up a
WhatsApp group which you can join to be notified of any last minute
updates (eg changes due to poor weather).

The next trip planned is to the Yorkshire Sculpture Park on Thursday 17
September, if you’d like to come then see the details on the Forum. Any
suggestions for places to go on future outings are welcome, just let one
of the committee know. In the meantime you can see some images
below taken on the two recent outings:

Canoeing at Washburn Valley.

Several times throughout the year Yorkshire Water release water from
Thurcross Reservoir {near Blubberhouses) into the River Washburn,
turning it from a shallow, boulder strewn, stream into a fast flowing,
turbulent, river, ideal for white water kayaking and canoeing
enthusiasts. A release took place on the 22-23 August and British
Canoeing ran a two
day, non- competitive,
open cruise event,
with all Covid-19
precautions in place.

Chris Charlesworth
organised a joint
venture photography
visit for Sunday 23rd
August with Otley CC

https://lps1852.org/forum/forum/trips-out/
https://lps1852.org/forum/topic/yorkshire-sculpture-park-september-18th/
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and LPS. The day
offered plenty of
photographic
opportunities,
with a public
footpath
following the
bank of the river,
enabling close
access to the
action, whilst
maintaining a
safe social
distancing.

Kirkstall Abbey

On Thursday 27 August a group of around
a dozen members met at the Abbey at
10:00 for a morning’s photography.
Although rain was forecast that day it
fortunately stayed dry during the morning
when we were there.

We
wandered
through the ruins for 90 minutes or so,
taking photos and ended the morning with
a coffee (and bun for some) in the
outdoors area of the cafe. It proved to be
a good place for a visit as, despite it being
open to the public with a lot of families
present, there is plenty of space so we

could maintain suitable distancing and be able to get shots without
having the frame full of people.
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Competitions Update
The recent adoption of the online entry system for digital images has
meant that the Society is well placed to continue running our
competitions. There are two changes though that you should be aware
of.

The first affects the LPS Competitions.
There are six of these each year and they
normally alternate between digital and print
competitions. For this year the order has
been changed so that LPS 1, 2 and 3 are
digital competitions and LPS 4, 5 and 6 are
for prints.

The second is in relation to all print
competition entries. We are anticipating that
it may not be possible to deliver prints to
judges in the event of further restrictions on
travel over the winter and our only option
may be to post them. Accordingly, the rules
have been changed this year, so that all
entries should be printed on A4 paper and be
submitted unmounted - which will allow us to post them if necessary.

Arrangements for submitting print entries will be announced nearer the
time but we hope to be able to organise collection from the car park at

St Edmunds or delivery to Alan Parsons,
our new Competitions Secretary.

The Competitions Guidelines document
has been updated to reflect these changes
and sent out to members - please do look
at it. Both changes are only intended to be
temporary and we hope to revert to
normal for the 2021-22 winter programme.

https://lps1852.org/general-competition-rules/
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Membership and Finance
As you will hopefully be aware this year we have moved our
membership record administration to an online service, Membermojo.
Previously we have used a number of separate spreadsheets and
mailing lists which are awkward to maintain and process manually.
Membermojo gives a single shared secure online location for the
membership records and, importantly, allows us to accept online
applications payments via credit/debit cards, bank transfer or PayPal.
This is particularly helpful while we are not holding physical meetings of
course. Members can amend their own details, such as a change of e-
mail address, though of course your friendly Membership Secretary will
do that if asked. The service also provides other functions which we will
look at using in future including: mailing lists for groups of members,
issuing plastic membership cards, automatically managing renewals
and even running a club store.

In conjunction with the introduction of our new membership system, we
took the decision to create an LPS PayPal account. This gives us the
ability to accept payments electronically, not only by PayPal but also by
credit or debit card. You don't need a PayPal account to take advantage
of this facility and there is no charge to the user to make a payment by
PayPal. In addition, we now have online access to our bank account
which gives us real time access to the account and also allows us to
make payments electronically.
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Picture Credits
Page Title Author

Cover Sunset at the Deep End Mark Lawrence

2 Bow Cottage Howard Gould

3 Rudbeckia Howard Gould

7 Another Lindisfarne Jose Closs

8 Swan on the River Aire Tamsin Spain

8 Peeking Out Diane Bennett

9 Untitled Chris Charlesworth

10 Untitled Ted Clements

10 Narrow Vaulting Catherine Hilditch

10 JD was ‘ere in 1869 Alan Parsons

10 Untitled Monty Trent

10 The Tree in the Abbey Clive Hudson

11 Gitane, Maccaferri Style
Guitar

Karen Gourlay

11 Focused Phil Jewitt

12 Making a Leap for Salmon Tina Bulley

12 Blea Tarn Nicola Billows


